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Adding Conjunctions to Sentences

Complete the sentences below by choosing a conjunction from the boxes and writing it in the space 
provided. 

1. and so but 2. because but so 3. but when so

I am not going to the cinema tonight 

I will be going tomorrow 

I will see it then.

I wake up in time for school 

I  I have an alarm on my 

phone once it didn’t go 

off!

Niamh will take her driving test

she is ready 

it will be hard.

4. and for so 5. nor because or 6. so and because

I can’t wait to get home

so I can go to bed                     it has 

been a long day.

Neither Alex Bryony

eat bananas                      they are 

allergic to them.

Cian is watching football on Saturday                      

playing for his own team 

on Sunday                     he will be 

tired at school on Monday.                   
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Adding Conjunctions to Sentences

Complete the sentences below by choosing a conjunction from the boxes and writing it in the space 
provided. 

7. if because that 8. if so or 9. but so yet

Jamal thought he would

come last in the race  his 

foot was still hurting.

Sally asked                     Dylan 

wanted orange juice 

water for his packed lunch.

Louis wanted to visit the museum

his brother wanted to see 

a film        they went to the 

cinema. 

10. and because when 11. if because when 12. so when but

Jill likes to meet up with her friend 

take their dogs for a walk 

she doesn’t see her often.

Can you call Billy                    you 

get home he wants to 

ask you a question about homework.

I enjoyed my reading book 

I didn’t like the ending I 

won’t be reading the sequel. 
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Adding Conjunctions to Sentences

Complete the sentences below by choosing a conjunction from the boxes and writing it in the space 
provided. 

13. but when if 14. if because for 15. for if so

you want dessert, it will

have to be fruit                    I only 

have oranges or apples.

Seb was worried                     his 

mum might be late home from work  

the bus was busy.

I will be wearing a suit tonight 

it is my sister’s 

engagement party                  

everyone will be dressed up.

16. or because so 17. so because when 18. but and nor

I have to practise my lines           

I will ruin the play                    it is 

opening night tomorrow.

Heather went straight to sleep  

her mum turned out the 

light                    she wanted the 

tooth fairy to visit.

Soraya does not like dogs, 

does her brother,                     they 

both like dogs.
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Adding Conjunctions to Sentences

Complete the sentences below by choosing a conjunction from the boxes and writing it in the space 
provided.  

1. while because so 2. so although after 3. or and but

The horses waited in the boxes 

the jockeys got 

themselves ready.

The building collapsed     

the fire tore through it.

Can I please have chicken and salad 

potatoes for dinner                     

finish with a yoghurt for pudding?

4. if because so 5. if so while 6. but so nor

You will need to get up early 

it is a long journey.

Don’t forget to take your coat 

you don’t want to get 

cold.

I bake cakes all day   I 

never get to eat them.
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Adding Conjunctions to Sentences

Complete the sentences below by choosing a conjunction from the boxes and writing it in the space 
provided. 

7. while yet for 8. so before yet 9. and after so

It was cold and wet      we 

had a great time.

The chairs were cleared away 

the dance class started.

They put up a gate         the 

dog tried to escape.

10. yet because so 11. for nor but 12. so because when

I’m not eating chocolate 

I gave it up for Lent.

Children are allowed 

adults are not.

The cockerel always crows 

the sun rises in the morning.
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Adding Conjunctions to Sentences

Complete the sentences below by choosing a conjunction from the boxes and writing it in the space 
provided. 

13. yet so for 14. and because while 15. or so but

Dr Who’s Tardis looks small 

it’s very spacious.

I’m going to have a coffee 

the tea is cooking.

You’ll need to get started 

you’ll run out of time.

16. so yet and 17. because and although 18. nor and for

I run every day I couldn’t 

run a marathon.

Occasionally I eat sweets 

I’m not really supposed to.

Neither Leon         Jamie 

remembered their PE kits today.
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Adding Conjunctions to Sentences

Complete the sentences below by choosing a conjunction from the boxes and writing it in the space 
provided. 

1. while because so 2. because after so 3. or and but

I read my book   everyone 

else played out  I had 

broken my arm.

I went to the shops I left 

work I was late home. 

I bought my ticket

ordered some popcorn             

the drink machine wasn’t working.

4. if because so 5. if or so 6. but so because

I need your help                    we have 

guests for tea            I need you 

to tidy up.

you need to leave on 

time, you have to complete all the 

work you will be late.

Aziza needed to practise the drums 

she had to wait until 

after her dad woke up he 

worked nights.
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Adding Conjunctions to Sentences

Complete the sentences below by choosing a conjunction from the boxes and writing it in the space 
provided. 

7. while yet for 8. so before yet 9. but after so

I want to go to Italy in June 

it is my birthday 

I will still be in school.

I leave home on Sunday 

my brother even wakes up 

I can get to rugby practice on time.

We zipped up the tent it 

started raining           our things 

still got wet.

10. yet because so 11. so nor but 12. but because when

I had to walk to school 

my mum’s car had a flat tire 

we couldn’t use it.

We get homework on Thursdays 

I go dancing that night 

I do it at the weekend.

The recipe said to add in two eggs 

the flour and sugar had 

been mixed together I 

only had one egg.
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Adding Conjunctions to Sentences

Complete the sentences below by choosing a conjunction from the boxes and writing it in the space 
provided. 

13. yet although for 14. for because while 15. or so and

My dad brought his ladders to reach

the roof          they were still 

too small they were 

bigger than mine.

I decided to check my phone 

I waited for Kailyn 

it was the only thing I 

had with me.

We had to set off early 

queue for tickets to the concert 

we could get the best 

possible seats.

16. so because yet 17. and so although 18. nor because yet

I eat toast for breakfast nearly

everyday I prefer cereal 

I love milk.

I enjoy drawing  I press

down too hard with my pencil 

I can’t rub it out if I go 

wrong.

I don’t live in a house do

I live in a flat         I live on a 

boat which I love.
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Adding Conjunctions to Sentences

Complete the sentences below by choosing a conjunction from the boxes and writing it in the space 
provided. 

1. since although because 2. and although but 3. but unless as

I turned 11, I am now 

allowed to stay up later I 

still choose to go to bed early on a school 

night.

Albert is good at tennis 

Wakeem is better he doesn’t 

play often.

Put your dirty kit in the washing machine 

it has mud on it 

I will have to hand-wash that.

4. while unless as 5. and so while 6. if because so

I will be running late tonight 

I need to take a shower, I 

don’t wash my hair.

I take the dog for a walk, 

you need to tidy your room 

finish your homework.

the weather is nice, we will 

go to the beach    you should 

find your bucket and spade.
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Adding Conjunctions to Sentences

Complete the sentences below by choosing a conjunction from the boxes and writing it in the space 
provided. 

7. but although or 8. nor but as 9. since until but

You can have pizza     pasta at 

the restaurant  not pie as it 

isn’t on the menu.

I took lots of photographs 

we were on holiday  I lost 

my camera on the last day.

We played outside     it started 

raining          none of us had coats 

on.

10. while because yet 11. or and since 12. so unless as

My dad went to a gadget shop 

I went clothes shopping with 

my mum I wanted to go see 

the new robot toy with him.

My favourite subject is maths 

science            I enjoy solving 

problems.

you pay your library fine, 

you can’t borrow any more books 

we need to replace the book 

you lost.
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Adding Conjunctions to Sentences

Complete the sentences below by choosing a conjunction from the boxes and writing it in the space 
provided. 

13. yet although for 14. or until but 15. so because while

The dentist gave me a filling 

it was a baby tooth         I have 

been eating too much sugar.

I can’t watch TV         play on 

my console              the power comes 

back on.

I read a chapter of my book

my dad drove me to school

I want to finish it today.

16. or unless for 17. or so because 18. but because if

I really struggle with tying my shoe laces                    

I say a rhyme 

use the trick my friend showed me.

I’m staying at my cousin’s house 

we can go to the village 

parade together       we are 

both in the marching band.

Ginny visited her grandma     it 

was her birthday     she had 

gone out with her friends.
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Adding Conjunctions to Sentences

Complete the sentences below by choosing a conjunction from the boxes and writing it in the space 
provided. 

1. since although but 2. because although but 3. because unless as

there is no-one available I’ll 

go somewhere else               I’d 

prefer not to I can’t wait 

any longer.

Jenny is ready    Tom is not 

he had plenty of time 

he got up first.

Your bins will not be emptied 

they are on the street we 

don’t have time to look for them 

our schedule is too tight.

4. while unless since 5. and so while 6. if because so

I’m sure he’ll be here soon     

he left early this morning 

he got caught in traffic he 

was on the M25.

the bath is running let me 

listen to you read help you 

practise your spellings     that 

we don’t need to do it in the morning.

We will have a picnic     it is 

sunny    we’d better check the 

weather    we don’t want to 

get rained on.
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Adding Conjunctions to Sentences

Complete the sentences below by choosing a conjunction from the boxes and writing it in the space 
provided. 

7. but so or 8. nor because as 9. since until but

You can have ham          cheese 

not tuna as we’ve run out 

of it       that is off the menu at 

the moment.

The car needs a new tyre              this 

one is flat,     it won’t cost too 

much you can get a budget 

tyre if you would prefer.

You can stay up          9:30 

it is the holiday, 

it is back to normal when you go back to 

school.

10. so while yet 11. or and since 12. but unless as

The boys searched the garden 

the girls looked in the house 

they still couldn’t find their tennis ball 

they gave up in the end.

Daisy       Ellie will need to 

stand in  Jasmine is ill 

she can’t take part.

you have a reservation you 

can’t come in we are fully 

booked            if there is a 

cancellation we can call you.
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Adding Conjunctions to Sentences

Complete the sentences below by choosing a conjunction from the boxes and writing it in the space 
provided. 

13. when although for 14. or until since 15. after because while

I thought I left my glasses here 

they could be anywhere 

I am notoriously forgetful

I am busy.

You can’t go  the light is 

green you’ll cause an 

accident     traffic will be 

coming the other way.

the events earlier in the day 

the guard kept watch       the 

others slept       there was the 

threat of attack.

16. or unless because 17. or so as 18. but because so

People will always help     they 

are too busy     not capable 

they are intrinsically good. 

Bananas  warm milk can 

help you sleep     I’m going to 

try both   I haven’t slept 

recently.

I’m sure you’ll enjoy it you 

are adventurous    if not I’ll 

come and collect you    you 

don’t need to worry.



Adding Conjunctions to Sentences
Beginner

1. but
2. because
3. when
4. so
5. nor
6. and

7. that
8. if
9. yet
10. because
11. when
12. but

13. if
14. if
15. for
16. or
17. because
18. nor

Easy

1. but, so
2. because, but
3. when, but
4. so, for
5. nor, because
6. and, so

7. that, if
8. if, or
9. but, so
10. and, because
11. when, because
12. but, so

13. if, but
14. because, if
15. for, so
16. or, because
17. because, or
18. nor, but

Tricky

1. while
2. after
3. and
4. because
5. if
6. but

7. yet
8. before
9. after
10. because
11. but
12. when

13. yet
14. while
15. or
16. yet
17. although
18. nor
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Cross, Anthony




Adding Conjunctions to Sentences
Expert

1. while, because
2. after, so
3. and, but
4. because, so
5. if, or
6. but, because

7. yet, for
8. before, so
9. after, but
10. because, so
11. but, so
12. when, but

13. yet, although
14. while, for
15. and, so
16. yet, because
17. although, so
18. nor, because

Brainbox

1. since, although
2. but, although
3. unless, as
4. as, unless
5. while, and
6. if, so

7. or, but
8. as, but
9. until, since
10. while, yet
11. or, since
12. unless, as

13. although, for
14. until, or
15. while, because
16. unless, or
17. so, because
18. nor

Genius

1. since, although, but
2. but, although, because
3. unless, as, because
4. since, unless, while
5. while, and, so
6. if, so, because

7. or, but, so
8. because, but, as
9. until, since, but
10. while, yet, so
11. or, since, and
12. unless, as, but

13. although, for, when
14. until, or, since
15. after, while, because
16. unless, or, because
17. or, so, as
18. because, but, so
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